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Safetics® the Sailor’s Check-list is launching
a special edition for the 40th anniversary
of the Route du Rhum – Destination Guadeloupe
The new waterproof nautical safety guide ‘Safetics®’ is celebrating the anniversary of the transatlantic solo race with a limited edition guide, sold to the public and to companies participating to the Route du Rhum – Destination Guadeloupe, as well as on the safetics.com website.
This special edition is already available for partners of the course
and sponsors of the 122 race participants:
By associating the Route du Rhum – Destination Guadeloupe race with the
Safetics® Sailor’s Check-list, OC Sport Pen Duick, the trial organiser, underlines their commitment to safety at sea. This edition pays homage to the
skippers who have taken part in the course since 1978. It is already being
sold as a corporate gift for the event.
The objective of OC Sport Pen Duick is to raise awareness of safe nautical
practices for sailors, with an original and useful idea for companies at the
heart of this adventure.
Safetics® is available in English, French and Italian. The cover and interior
page are also customisable:
Thanks to its unique spiral bound format, Safetics® allows nautical
companies or associations to customise their cover with a logo and text,
or by adding a double sided page.
The Safetics® guide is already distributed by 300 chandleries and maritime bookshops around the world. Safetics® is also associated with sailing
schools, leasers, insurers and brokers interested in decreasing damages to
their fleet and increasing the security of their clients.
Since 2013 Safetics® has been sponsored by Armel Le Cléac’h, skipper for
Banque Populaire, who will compete in the ‘Ultimate’ category of the race.

ABOUT SAFETICS® THE SAILOR’S CHECK-LIST:
Safetics® is the first ever navigation guide written in the form of check-lists inspired by aviation. Practical, waterproof and durable, this unique guide, designed by a French start-up, contains all the essential
navigation rules validated by safety experts. Its contents are adapted for skippers and crewmates for all
types of leisure sailboats and motor boats. Safetics® is regulatory in France for coastal navigation.
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